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Abstract
Ice grain boundary energies γgb relative to the free surface energy γs were determined by studying the topographic
details revealed by plastic replicas of the ice grain boundary groove-free– surface with a Laser Confocal 3D
Microscope. The samples analyzed were high purity ice bicrystals, with ‹1010›/Ψ tilt grain boundaries, annealed
at –18 oC. Values obtained of γgb/γs were analyzed using coincidence site lattice (CSL) theory. Significant
correspondence was found between the γgb/γs values and the planar density  of coincident sites on the interface
plane. The results show that γgb/γs depends on the GB inclination and may be up to one order of magnitude
different.
Keywords: ice, grain boundary energy, grain boundary groove, coincident site lattice (CSL), laser confocal 3D
microscope
1. Introduction
Ice cores provide the most detailed records of climate over the past several hundred thousand years (Petit et al.,
1999). For example, water-soluble impurities have been used as proxies for atmospheric chemistry (Alley, 2000;
Thompson et al., 2013). However, numerical models warn that distributions of the trace constituents are
significantly altered by rapid diffusion through grain boundaries (GB) and liquid veins along triple junctions
during ice sheet flow (Thompson, 2013; Rempel & Wettlaufer, 2003; Johnsen et al., 2000; Nye, 1998; Rempel,
Waddington, Wettlaufer, & Worster, 2001).
Studies on deep ice cores have revealed the development of highly lattice-preferred orientations with most of the
c-axis of the grain perpendicular to the slip direction, ie with a preponderancy of low-angle GBs (Gow &
Williamson, 1976; Herron & Langway, 1985; Lipenkov, Barkov, Duval, & Pimienta, 1989; Gundestmp &
Hansen, 1984; Pimienta, Duval, & Lipenkov, 1987; Budd & Jacka, 1989; Paterson, 1991). It is known that
low-angle GBs have low GB energies (Paterson, 1991), so, as the lattice-preferred orientation develops through
the ice sheet depth, the proportion of low-energy GBs is increased. GBs with low energies may have a low
segregation factor (Smith, 1992) and in consequence low impurity concentration, which in turn would reduce
impurity diffusion along the GB. Grain boundaries with low energies are not only low-angle GBs but also
high-angle GBs with special properties (Sutton & Balluffi, 1987), and this kind of grain boundaries in ice have
not been studied extensively.
The coincidence site lattice (CSL) and Σ, the reciprocal density of coincidence sites, have been widely used to
study GB structures. Crystalline samples with high Σ values were first used to characterize GBs with special
properties. However, it was then found (Paterson, 1991) that not all low energy GBs have high Σ values, and it
was shown that the orientation of the boundary planes within the CSL, and the boundary coincidence density 
are a more physically useful tool to recognize grain boundaries with low energies.
It is known that there are some questions about CLS theory validity, but, as Davies and Randle (2001) said, “the
CSL approach retained its position as a cornerstone of grain boundary research”.
The CSL theory was satisfactorily used in ice by Kobashashi and Furukawa (1975, 1976, 1978), Hondho and
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Higashi (11979) and Di Prinzio
P
and Naasello (1997) tto interpret soome ice GBs w
with special prroperties. How
wever,
the authorss do not know of a systematiic determinatioon of ice GB eenergies and thheir relation wiith the CSL the
eory.
GB energyy measuremennts are generallly carried out bby observing tthe geometry oof interface junnctions assumed to
be in therm
modynamic eqquilibrium (Rohhrer, 2011). H
Herring’s theoryy described thee equilibrium bbetween interffacial
forces at a triple line as
a a vector balance of forcces tangential and normal to the interfaaces. Howeverr, the
simplified Herring equattion, which dooes not take innto account thee normal forces, is usually ussed. In these cases,
c
Herring’s ttheory states that,
t
when the surface energgy γs is isotropiic and the GB
B energy γgb is independent of
o the
GB inclinaation, the folloowing relation is satisfied.

 gb
 
 2 cos 
s
2

(1)

where θ is the angle of thhe GB groove root (see Figuure 1).
On the othher hand, whenn the surface ennergy is anisottropic (Davies & Randle, 20001) it is

 gb


 l  r
sin  sin  r sin  l

(2)

where θr aand θl are the right and left groove angless, formed wheere the GB em
merges on the ssurface, θ = θr + θl
and γr and γl are the respective γs energgy.

Figuree 1. Sketch of tthe triple junction between thhe GB and the sample surfacce
m and Hobbs ((1969) (KH). They
The first iimportant worrk concerning ice GB energgy was writtenn by Ketcham
determinedd GB energiess experimentallly using Equattion (1) and m
measuring the ggroove angles θ in polycrysta
alline
ice samplees annealed att 0 oC. They m
made plastic rreplicas of thee ice surface ((Formvar 5%)), which were then
metalized and the angles θ were visuaalized using ann interferomettric microscope. For adjacennt ice crystals, only
the angless (Ψ) between the c-axes off each crystal w
were measuredd, so the GB m
misorientationns were not ex
xactly
determinedd (to specify a GB misorienttation, five inddependent paraameters must bbe provided, thhree specifying the
rotation beetween the latttices and two describing thee orientation oof the GB planne (Paterson, 1991)). The re
esults
obtained bby KH show thhat angles θ annd in consequeence the GB ennergies vary relatively little for Ψ between
n 20º
and 150º, bbeing in averagge θ = 145º ± 2º.
After KH’s work, Suzukki and Kuroiwaa (1972) (SK) measured the angles θ in trricrystalline icee samples anne
ealed
at –5 oC. The crystalloggraphic orienttations of the crystals were controlled byy varying the c-axes of adja
acent
crystals. T
They replicatedd the GB groovve by pressingg a 0.3 m meetal sheet on thhe ice surface and then meassured
the groovee angles θ usinng an interferoometric micro
scope. Their rresults show thhat the angles θ vary little for
f Ψ
—
between 20º and 70º andd between 110ºº and 160º (θ = 135º ± 5º), bbut increase raapidly when Ψ tends to 0º, 90
0º, or
180º. Theyy also measurred the same samples usingg the plastic reeplicas methood used by KH
H. In general, they
observed tthat the angless measured onn plastic repliccas were slighttly higher (~10°) than thosee obtained with
h the
metal film
m. The differennces observed were attributeed to the effecct of chemical corrosion cauused by the solvent
used to prooduce plastic replicas.
r
They did not considder these differrences to be siggnificant and cconcluded that their
results were consistent with
w those obttained by KH. SK also obseerved that the Read-Shockleey equation forr GB
energy (Paaterson, 1991) is valid for icee GBs tilted beetween 0° and 15°.
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GB energyy may be stronngly dependennt on GB planee orientation, ttemperature annd impurity cooncentration (S
Smith
1992; Suttton & Balluffi,, 1987; Hondhho & Higashi, 1979). As we saw before, thhe GB energy values reporte
ed by
KH and SK
K showed no dependence
d
onn the GB misoorientation apaart from that off low-angle booundaries. It sh
hould
be noted thhat these authoors studied GB
B energy at tem
mperatures off –5 oC and 0 oC. It is knownn that GB stru
ucture
can suffer structural trannsformations siimilar to the icce-vapor surfacce (Benatov & Wettlaufer, 20004; Dash, Rempel,
& Wettlauufer, 2006; Thoomson, Hendrikk, Wilen, & W
Wettlaufer, 20133; Thomson, W
Wettlaufer, & W
Wilen, 2009) where
w
there has llong been eviddence of the exxistence of a liqquid-like surfaace on ice sampples at temperatures near me
elting
point, Hennce, the GB energies determiined by KH annd KS could bee affected by thhe presence off a liquid-like la
ayer.
In an ice ccore, the changge in GB energgy with depth may significanntly change thhe climate proxxies. In spite of
o the
importancee of GB energgy in ice polar pprocesses, therre are few studdies about the dependence of ice GB energ
gy on
GB misoriientation, impuurity concentraation or temperrature.
The main objective of this
t
paper is too determine exxperimentally the variationss of relative icce GB energy with
crystallogrraphic misorieentation and usse CLS theory
to identify icee GBs with low
w energies. Foor this purpose
e, GB
–
energies w
were studied coorresponding too tilt ‹1010›/Ψ
Ψ boundaries annnealed at –18 ºC, to be suree that GB meltiing is
not possibble. The simpliified Herring'ss theory was uused to obtain the relative vvariations of γggb/γs and the re
esults
were analyyzed using thee ice coincidennce site lattice (CSL) calculaated in a previious work (Goonzalez Kriege
el, Di
Prinzio, & Nasello, 19997). In this waay, we aimed tto determine thhe magnitude of γgb/γs variaations and esta
ablish
which speccial ice GBs have low energiies.
2. Method
ds
In the preesent study, the
t– simplifiedd Herring’s thheory was useed to obtain the relative vvariations of γgb/γs
correspondding to tilt ‹1010›/Ψ boundarries annealed aat –18 ºC.
–

High purity bicrystallinne ice samples (water condductivity 1.3×
×108 Ω), withh tilt ‹1010›/ψ boundaries were
obtained ffollowing the method
m
describbed a previouss work (Di Prinzio & Naselllo, 1997). Thee ice surfaces were
prepared too a mirror-likee finish by polishing them w
with a microtom
me in a cold chhamber at –10 ºC, and allowed to
evaporate for 3 hours at –18 ºC in a drry airtight conttainer with siliica gel. Subseqquently, each ssample surface
e was
replicated with a 4% soolution of Forrmvar in 1-2 dichloroethane. An acrylic ring was placced on the sa
ample
surface in the region of the
t GB groovee and a fixed aamount of Form
mvar solution was placed innside this ring. This
procedure ensured that the
t thermal annd chemical atttack times weere the same iin the replicas of all the sam
mples
analyzed, so that any diffferences obserrved
would bee entirely due tto differences in the sampless. Figure 2 sho
ows a
–
photographh of a plastic replica
r
of a ‹10010›/57º sampple. From the pplastic replicass, the angles (Ψ
Ψ) formed betw
ween
the c-axess of both crysttals, and the aangles βr and βl formed bettween each crrystal’s c-axis and the GB, were
obtained.

–

Figure 2. P
Plastic replica oof a ‹1010›/57ºº ice surface saample
dered.
Angles Ψ and β were measured with a precision of ±1º. Only GB planes normaal to the surfacce were consid
3D).
Olympus Laseer Confocal Microscope (LE
EXT OLS4000
The topoloogy of the repllicas was analyyzed with an O
–
Figures 3(a) and (b) show
w the 3D and 2D confocal im
mages of the ggroove correspponding to the sample ‹1010››/83º.
Figure 3(cc) shows the GB
G groove proffile extracted ffrom line AB oof Figure 3(b). For each GB,, angles θr, θl and
a θ
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(θ = θr + θl) shown in Figgure 3 (c) werre measured.

(a)

(b)
((c)
–
Figure 3.. Confocal miccroscope image of the plasticc replica corressponding to thhe sample ‹1010›/83º. (a) (b) 3D
and 2D microscoppe images respectively (c) GB
B groove profi
file, extracted ffrom line AB oof image (3b)
In general, GBs were noot a straight linne, so differennt β angles werre found alongg the same sam
mple. In these cases
c
angles θr aand θl were meeasured for eacch different paiir of β values oobserved.
In general,, θr and θl valuues were differrent, so Equatioon (2) indicatees that for eachh sample there were two diffferent
values of γgb/γs. To avoidd this problem,, we note that the prismatic aand basal plannes of the hexaagonal ice (Ih) have
lower surfface energies than
t
the other crystal planess and these aree therefore deffined as “special”. When surface
crystallogrraphic planes are
a not “speciaal”, they have similar surfacce energy, so, w
when the  anngles were betw
ween
20º and 70º or 110o and 160o, it wass considered tthat surface planes near thee groove root have no “spe
ecial”
property, aand their surfacce energies γs were considerred equal. Thenn, defining anggle θ* as the θ right or left angle,
a
correspondding to the sidee of the sample that presenteed the greatest angle  (β+), ffrom Equationn (2) we obtained:

 gb
sin

 s sin(   * )

(3)

The angless β+ were also used to repressent the GB innclinations andd the GBs werre considered ssymmetric when β+
= Ψ/2.
3. Results and Discussion
correspondingg standard devviation obtaineed from Equaation (3), for each
The meann values of γgb
g /γs with its c
different β+ value of all the samples annalyzed, are prresented in Figgure 4. In this figure, the vaalues correspon
nding
to symmettric GBs are reepresented by ccrosses.
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Figurre 4. Values off γgb/γs with its correspondingg standard devviation obtainedd from Equatioon (3). Values
correspondiing to symmetrric GBs are reppresented by ccrosses
In Figure 4, it can be nooted that the ssymmetric GBs in general hhave the lower value of γgb/γs. This agrees with
Sutton andd Balluffi (19887), who concluuded that a goood argument ffor an extreme in boundary eenergy is one based
b
on symmeetry.
The valuess of γgb/γs show
w an empiricaal dispersion bbut the experim
mental error baars show that aall γgb/γs value
es are
practicallyy similar, with the exception of those corressponding to Ψ = 60º.
Figure 5 shhows the valuues of γgb/γs forr Ψ = 60º as a function of β+ where β+ = 330º represents the symmetric
c GB.
The plot shhows that the GB
G with β+ = 330º has the low
west γgb/γs valuue and that γgb/γs increases as the GB inclination
increases w
with respect too the symmetrric GB. In connsequence, thee current resullts show that, at –18 ºC, ice
e GB
energy alsoo depends on the
t GB inclinaation.

o γgb/γs for Ψ = 60º as a funcction of β+ wheere β+ = 30º reppresents the syymmetric GB
Figuure 5. Values of
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As seen inn this Figure, γgb/γs as a funnction of β+ vvaries up to ann order of maggnitude. In a previous work
k (Di
Prinzio & Nasello, 19977), we showedd that at –10 ººC small diffeerences in the GB energy w
with GB inclination
w that at –18 ºC
C the
could expllain significannt differences iin GB velocityy. The results obtained in thhis work show
dependencce of GB energgy on GB incliination is moree important thhan supposed inn the results obtained previo
ously,
and thus G
GB migration at
a –18 ºC couldd be more signnificantly affeccted by GB aniisotropy in GB
B energy.
Gonzalez K
Kriegel,
Di Prinzio and Naseello (1997) stuudied the ice C
CLS correspondding to rotationn angles Ψ+ around
–
the axis ‹11010›. The vallues obtained oof  (the volum
metric densityy of CSL sites)) and  (the pllanar density of
o the
correspondding symmetriic plane) are prresented in Tabble 1.
Misorientationss Ψ and Ψ+ corrresponding to the closest dennse CLS of eaach symmetricaal boundary stu
udied.
Table 1. M
 and  aare the volumeetric and planaar density of C
CSL from (Goonzalez Kriegeel, Di Prinzio,, & Nasello, 1997)
1
respectivelly
Ψ

Ψ+



γggb/γs



37

334.05

335

00.38

00.55

42

444.42

114

1.23

00.36

55

557.12

335

00.60

00.23

60

662.96

11

00.28

00.98

83

778.46

110

00.76

00.60

121

662.96

11

00.80

00.46

140

444.42

114

00.54

00.87

160.7

223.07

225

00.52

00.46

In this tabble, all the syymmetric GBss studied in tthis work werre associated to a rotation Ψ+, following
g the
commonlyy used Brandoon criterion (B
Brandon, 19666), ie GBs weere consideredd close to a C
CLS if differe
ences
between Ψ and Ψ+ were lower than 10o. In this table, it is possible see that the vaalues of γgb/γs aare not related to ,
but may bee related to . In fact, in figuure 6 where thhe values of 1//5  and of thee associated γggb/γs are plotted
d as a
function of Ψ+ ,, it is obsserved that therre is a significant corresponddence betweenn the values γgbb/γs for symmetrical
GBs and 11/5 Г, ie when γgb/γs increases 1/5 Г increasses and vice veersa. Thus it caan be seen thatt the planar de
ensity
of the corrresponding CSL—planes cann help to underrstand the ice G
GB energy.

Figure 6. Values of 1/5  and of the aassociated γgb/γs are plotted aas a function off Ψ+
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4. Summary
In this paper, ice GB energies γgb relative to that of the free surface energy γs were determined by studying the
topographic details of the groove formed at the GB intersection with the free surface.
–

Values of γgb/γs corresponding to tilt ‹1010›/Ψ boundaries annealed at –18 ºC were obtained using the simplified
Herring’s theory, supposing that, when surface crystallographic planes at the GB groove root are not near the
prismatic and basal planes, they have similar surface energy γs.
It was found that:
-

symmetrical GBs, in general, have a lower value of γgb/γs compared to asymmetric ones;
given an orientation β+, γgb/γs depends on GB inclination and increases as the asymmetry increases;

γgb/γs values may vary by up to one order of magnitude as a function of β+. Thus, in general, the GB energy
of high-angle ice GBs cannot be taken as a constant;
the values of angle θ at the GB groove root obtained in the present work show a higher dispersion than
those presented by KH and HS, indicating that at –18 ºC the GB may not be quasi-liquid as it seemed to be at the
temperatures studied by these authors ie 0 oC and –5 oC;
a significant correspondence between the values γgb/γs and the planar density  of the interface plane was
observed, therefore,  can help to identified identify GBs in ice with low energies.
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